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It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to radiators and everything
in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with at least a three-year,
36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over the Internet.
You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple times, there is
always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect the
instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never charge last-minute,
bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at
the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car
delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you
safe. All while trying to make the car buying experience significantly better, guided by the same
customer-first principles of our rental business, which has operated since Additionally, we
accept trade-ins and offer financing through our partnerships with well-known, nationwide
banks. If you are looking for a tough long lasting vehicle, this it is a great option for you. It will
have plenty of room to safely transport your kids to the next ballgame or family outing. This
Toyota Tundra is fun to drive! This vehicle will stick to the ground on the sharpest of turns. With
exceptional handling you will enjoy every curve of your favorite roads. This model has
dependability you can trust. When it comes to any auto purchase, there is nothing more
important than safety. The vehicle is as tough as they come. This unit is an all-around vehicle,
well equipped for anything. Whether it is work or play this is a very functional vehicle that will
meet all your requirements. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling
the dealer prior to purchase. We want the opportunity to earn your business for life. Worked
with Kristen at this location. She is an amazing salesperson, helped me out seamlessly.
Amazing to talk to and was very helpful with any small modifications i needed. Got the base
payment I was looking for, signing for the paper work was easy. I was there less than 2 hours.
Bout Jeep Grand Cherokee, low miles great choice for me. We work with various partners to
recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners perform the same point
inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE: This
vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in Carvana's possession.
Super WhiteCall our certified internet specialists Mitch Mathis or Amelia Lara at to confirm
availability and to set up a hassle-free test drive! Why Toyota of Merrillivlle? Your satisfaction is
our number one priority! Good with numbers, better with people! Credit Challenged? Give us a
try! This dealership was very friendly and welcoming as well as full of staff from sales to finance
that are extremely knowledgeable in their specialties. The cars are clean and reliable. Car
Revolution is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design Taking the road
less traveled has never been more fun than with this 4WD. This Toyota Tundra 4WD has such
low mileage it has been parked more than driven. You've found the one you've been looking for.
Your dream car. From the moment my wife and I walked into the showroom our experience
exceeded our expectations. Our salesman Steve was a breath of fresh air as he was both
knowledgeable and patient. One Owner!!! Crew Cab! Back Up Cam! XM Radio! Alloy Wheels!
Power Windows and Locks! The Rountree Moore Advantage! First Oil Change Free! No Dealer
Mark Ups! This is a locally serviced non-smoker trade-in! The price has just been reduced!
Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 8 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a
Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Close Carvana - St. Louis - St. Dealer
Review: This dealership was very friendly and welcoming as well as full of staff from sales to
finance that are extremely knowledgeable in their specialties. Dealer Review: From the moment
my wife and I walked into the showroom our experience exceeded our expectations. Certified
Pre-Owned. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I am on my second
Tundra. My went just under K miles, without a single problem. Sure, it is an old design, but it is
built like a tank. I pulls and hauls without effort. If you want a solid, trouble free truck to drive,

this is the one to buy. Learn more about the Toyota Tundra. The used Toyota Tundra received
an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about the Toyota Tundra, read Edmunds' expert
review. Where to buy a used Toyota Tundra? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships
near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a
used Toyota Tundra. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the
highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to
consider when buying a used Toyota Tundra. Edmunds found 5 Great, 4 Fair, and 2 Good deals
near you, so you can be sure to get the best price. Buying a certified pre-owned Toyota Tundra
can get you a better warranty on a car that's been inspected. We also recommend reading
Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent
inspection to make sure the used Toyota Tundra you're buying doesn't have any problems that
need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used
Toyota Tundra will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Toyota Tundra available at
Edmunds, 14 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to
describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. The Toyota's 4. That is why it
has more significant displacement, low-rev, and high-torque output. Unfortunately, it severely
affected the weight of the engine. But in the rest, the 2UZ engine block has the similar design
and dimensions except increased bore and stroke. It also has a 90 degree 'V' angle, the 21 mm
cylinder bank offset, and bore pitch is The engine has a steel crankshaft with eight
counterweights and five main journals the 1UZ crankshaft has six journals , forged and sintered
connecting rods, aluminum alloy pistons with skirts coated with tin plating for a friction
reduction. On top of the cylinder's bank, there are aluminum heads. Each one has intake and
exhaust camshafts, four valves per cylinder. The engine got the same method for camshaft
rotation - the intake camshafts are driven by a timing belt, the exhaust camshafts are driven by
gears on the intake camshaft. The design of the valvetrain for 2UZ is the same as for 1UZ. The
exhaust and intake valve located on opposite sides with an angle of The diameter of the intake
valves is a The engine has steel solid valve lifters, so valve clearances need a periodic
adjustment. The early versions of 2UZ-FE had a simple aluminum intake manifold with a long
intake manifold port. The engine used the heat-barrier gasket between two metal gaskets fitted
between the intake manifold and each cylinder head. In the first years of production, the engine
had a conventional throttle body, and the electronically controlled throttle body system
Toyota's ETCS-i system was introduced in late The injection system used eight four-hole type
fuel injectors one for each cylinder , the mass air flow meter, and two air-fuel ratio sensors. The
engine is equipped with Toyota's Direct Ignition System DIS which uses individual ignition coils
for all eight cylinders and iridium spark plugs. In addition to that, there are two knock sensors
and the Electronic Spark Advance technology for management and adjustment of ignition
timing to prevent knocking. The system controls almost all the essential parameters of the
engine: throttle position, coolant temperature, air volume, etc. According to this information, it
can adjust intake camshaft timing and improve the output and efficiency of the engine at low,
mid and high rpm. The second recognizable features is a plastic intake manifold with variable
intake port length. The system has two stage of intake port length: the long one is for
low-engine speeds and, the short is for at higher engine speeds. The compression ratio was
increased up to But from the 4. The 2UZ-FE engines are almost bulletproof, the most reliable
and durable engines from the Toyota corporation. These engines do not have any design flaws,
meaning lash, noise, wheezing cannot be found. The engine has a timing belt that needs the
replacement every 90, miles. The timing belt is costly but on the other hand is a lot of extra
money to repair the considerable engine disaster because of the pistons will hit the valves if the
timing belt breaks. Thankfully, the cast iron block is more durable and repairable more easily.
The engine longevity depends on how well and periodically was maintenance, the quality of oil
and gas, driven style and conditions. But the non-problem average mileage for cars with the
2UZ-FE is about , miles. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material.
Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout.
Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque,
lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
Schedule Service Recall Check. You can even get an instant cash offer for your current vehicle.
Drive over today or give us a call at Stephen Wade Toyota is a full-service new and used car
dealership in St. George, Utah that proudly specializes in the sales, financing and service of
Toyota vehicles in Southern Utah. The latest Toyota models are well-stocked at our St. Our
finance department is here to serve drivers of all financial backgrounds, so we welcome used
car buyers with less than superb credit to apply for auto loans through our website today. Your
Toyota deserves high-quality auto maintenance and repair services at the hands of our expert
team of Toyota factory-trained and ASE Certified technicians. Let our service staff answer all of

your tire service questions or do not hesitate to schedule a service appointment for new tire
installation or any other auto maintenance need. When you are after a quick oil change, tire
rotation or other regular maintenance, our Toyota Express Maintenance services will have you
in and out of our dealership's service center in about 60 minutes or less! Remember to turn to
Stephen Wade Toyota for all of your Toyota parts , service, financing and sales needs in St. Call
Us. George , UT Main: Sales: Service: Parts: New Inventory. Used Inventory. Value Your Trade.
Enter Our Contest! Schedule Service. New Specials. Used Specials. Apply for Financing. Corolla
Hatchback. Trucks Tacoma. Land Cruiser. Hybrids Prius C. Prius Prime. Camry Hybrid. Avalon
Hybrid. RAV4 Hybrid. Highlander Hybrid. Corolla Hybrid. Why Buy at Stephen Wade Toyota?
Welcome to Stephen Wade Toyota, serving St. Stephen Wade Toyota. George UT, View this post
on Instagram. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search
media. Russia- Land-Cruiser. Calendar New events. Resources Latest reviews Search
resources. Log in Register. Search titles only. Word Count:. New posts. Search forums.
Discussion status: Any Open Locked. Started by:. Last updated: Any time 7 days 14 days 30
days 2 months 3 months 6 months 1 year. Thread type: Any Discussion Question Poll. Word
count: Minimum word count. Threads found: Filter. Log in. Install the app. Change style.
Contact us. Close Menu. Home Forums Vehicle Tech Forums. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Filter by prefix: Builds 10 Filters Show only: Loadingâ€¦. Replies 0
Views Builds Added a Sequoia Now, to start building it Replies 51 Views 31K. Replies 16 Views
2K. Yesterday at AM mexellent. Towing with a sequoia. Replies 3 Views Monday at AM cogniz.
Question Exhaust Manifold brands not DT?? CrackedManifold Feb 4, Replies 8 Views Sunday at
PM CrackedManifold. Transferflow or Toyota 38 Gallon? Replies 1 Views Replies 7 Views Friday
at PM Downytide. BlackUSK56 Jun 3, 7 8 9. Replies Views 60K. Replies 91 Views 18K. Thursday
at AM Hike. Replies 23 Views 22K. Replies 5 Views Feb 17, airfish. Before and after pictures
included now. Fly Rod Mar 18, 2. Replies 26 Views 3K. Feb 15, nuclearlemon. DIY bumper order
Coastal Offroad group buy. CarDOC Feb 8, Replies 2 Views Feb 14, gilamonster. What did you
do with your Tundra or Sequoia this weekend? Bryanseye Jul 8, 11 12 Replies Views 34K. Feb
13, josephc. TG1 Feb 6, Feb 12, TG1. Replies 14 Views Feb 10, generalli. Reba my access cab
journey. Comet Jun 8, Feb 10, Comet. Winter Tires. OshawaLX Dec 20, Replies 11 Views Feb 5,
OshawaLX. Joshuak Dec 27, Replies 4 Views Feb 5, cruiserpilot. Feb 2, tlc Replace those LBJ's
my friends. Jan 31, Jgrauman. Tundra Weathertech Floor Liners in Sequoia. BudgetLC Jul 21,
Jan 31, Farnsrocket. Audio System Issue. BillW73 Jan 30, Jan 30, BillW Replies 22 Views 3K.
Jan 29, turbo8. Jan 27, jdunkman. Aluminum Flatbed. WestTX28 Dec 16, Replies 15 Views 14K.
Jan 25, logi. Steering knuckle attached to rack and pinion help. Jan 23, maccheeseboy. Tundra
Helton Hot Shower Kit. Dan C May 9, Replies 6 Views 2K. Jan 22, onesojourner. Builds 's Cousin
twice removed. GTV Jan 31, 8 9 Replies Views 18K. Jan 20, imatalltree. You must log in or
register to post here. Log in Your username or email address. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Top Bottom. Universal adapters for smog tubes, crankcase and valve cover vents. Requires
drilling hole in air filter base or valve cover. All come with mounting hardware and gasket.
These vent hose adapters accommodate breather hoses without having to drill into the filter
base. Allows remote mounting of air filter. Use smooth bore 3" I. Do not use accordion flex hose
between connections. It restricts air flow and is difficult to seal properly. Ideal for thin panels,
fenders, number plates, air cleaner lids and other items that need to be rubber mounted. A
variety of plastic and composite adapters are also available. They can also be used as a
replacement part. Each component is designed with the latest CAD software to ensure exact
tolerances and a perfect fit. Find A Dealer Support. Air Filters. Intake Systems. Oil Filters. Cabin
Air Filters. Speed Shop. Home Air Filters. Dimension Search. Air Filters By Vehicle Make. Oil
Filters By Vehicle Make. Cross Reference Search. Dealer Search. New Products. Find A Dealer.
All kits are packaged on attractive display card. CV filter Plastic universal mount, for any flat
surface. CV filter Carburetor Flange Size Adapter O. Description Reinforced Rubber Washers 1"
O. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. What are your
favorite mods, upgrades, or improvements that you have done to your 1st gen? It could be ones
you've found most useful or ones that have improved the truck in some way. Our trucks just
look better with bigger tires. ARE Camper shell. This made camping with the dogs so much
easier. Natika backup camera. Helped fix my lost visibility that the shell created. White Knuckle
sliders which look good and make a great step for reaching the roof and getting into the truck.
Honorable mention goes to to the interior LED lighting upgrades. Those original cluster bulbs

were terrible. FirstGenVol , Jan 14, MS22 , 1lowlife , Sunnier and 2 others like this. My favorite I
think was putting Strut in the Bed to be able to really attach crap back there without having to
give it a second thought! Close behind for me is the Shell for sure though they really work
together too. When I realized how nice the French Doors made it easier to reach farther into the
bed and the Windoors took over from there I knew that my truck would just be the Work Truck
that I had always wanted for working on the road far from home. This has been on the truck for
pretty much its whole life and I have never taken it off. Custom Bed Box: Built to my own
personal specs to maximize storage potential and minimize amount of unpacking needed. I
sleep on top of it. MS22 , Sunnier , BlueRibbon4x4 and 3 others like this. Also removing my
backseat was a good idea. More room for my fridge and now people can't beg me for rides.
Hooptytrix , Sunnier , BlueRibbon4x4 and 2 others like this. Vehicle: Limited TRD. I guess mine
would be one of 2 things. It just makes the truck look good. Or maybe the backup camera N ,
Jan 14, Gears and speedo correction for me. Darkness , Jan 14, Hooptytrix , Sunnier ,
FrenchToasty and 2 others like this. N likes this. The rest of the "to get" list is long
TheBlackPearl , Jan 14, MrDirtjumper , Jan 14, NWPirate , Fan , Kimosabe and 3 others like this.
FrenchToasty , Jan 14, I also have to say my best one was the RetraxPro. Pricey but I expect to
have my Tundra long term so worth it. RR60 , Jan 14, Brown Bear , Jan 14, Joined: Sep 2,
Member: Messages: Audio upgrades Kenwood double din Android Auto, amplifiers, sub box
and comfy seat covers for me. BlueRibbon4x4 likes this. BlueRibbon4x4 , Jan 14, Sunnier likes
this. Fixing the previous owners small dent 86 radio, adding factory power options and keyless
entry My favorite is being able to drive past the 2nd n 3rd gens sitting in driveways while I back
into my garage. CodyP , Jan 15, Sunnier and FrenchToasty like this. Brown Bear likes this.
Outbound , Jan 15, MS22 and BlueRibbon4x4 like this. Last edited: Jan 15, Rex Kramer , Jan 15,
Haggis , 1lowlife , saybng and 4 others like this. TheBlackPearl , Jan 15, MS22 , Darkness , N
and 1 other person like this. By far my favorite, Replacing the heater control bulbs with led!
Stereo upgrades, HID headlights and 4runner trail rims. I've kept my 06 DC stock as much as
possible, except for a few 'add-ons'. Snug Top 'Super Sport' shell. Dig the frameless window
and rear pop-out. I went light for safer night driving, but man what a difference! Weather Tech
Floor mats front and back. HBTundra , Jan 15, MS22 likes this. HID retrofit for me also. Vehicle:
tundra, original owner Bone stock. A rubber mat in the bed and new strut assemblies and
shocks, the first set since new, almost 20 years now. This is the longest I've had a vehicle. Still
only at 95K miles. I ride motorcycles most of the time, and for a long time I had a Suzuki Swift 3
cylinder mileage maker. Had it for 15 years. Hard to beat Japanese cars. I bought the Suzuki
with 50K miles on it used, and it had over K miles when I sold it. Still running fine and using
zero oil. It just got so cosmetically challenged I was embarrassed to drive it. N and HBTundra
like this. Show Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Denso Air Fuel Ratio
Sensor. WeatherTech Rear Floor Tundra Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Oil is
identified by its viscosity, which determines its ability to flow. The lower the number, the thinner
the oil and the more easily it flows. ILSAC GF-5 oils are formulated to improve fuel efficiency
and provide improved performance in a variety of areas including protection of pistons from
deposits at high temperatures and improved protection against the formation of engine sludge
on Toyota Camry. Red Line 5W20 Motor Oil 8. Valvoline Max Life 10W Create exhilarating
performance with any drive. The Edge meets the requirements of Acura, Honda, Toyota and
other vehicles where 0W is recommended. It features Titanium Fluid Strength Technology,
which contains a patent-pending liquid titanium molecule for improved engine oil resistance.
Because of this fluid strength technology, this oil provides excellent performance in all
conditions to maintain the life of your engine over a long period of time. Pennzoil Platinum fully
synthetic SAE 5W engine oil is uniquely developed from our revolutionary PurePlus
Gas-to-Liquid technology, a patented process that converts pure natural gas into a high-quality,
fully synthetic base oil. Our high quality base oil is This means that these synthetic Pennzoil
Platinum products meet the stringent requirements of leading automotive manufacturers. Why
is this important? This also includes protection against abnormal combustion phenomena such
as slow pre-ignition, which are observed in modern turbocharged gasoline direct injection TGDI
engines. Our Pennzoil Full Synthetic products are designed for modern engines and offer the
following advantages without compromise. Better fuel economy. With Pennzoil Platinum
synthetic engine oil, you can drive an average of miles more than with a dirty engine. Protects
horsepower. Pennzoil Platinum Fully synthetic engine oil helps protect against power loss by
protecting your engine from wear and deposits. Unsurpassed wear protection. When it comes to
protecting the inner parts of your engine from metal-to-metal contact, no other leading synthetic
engine oil offers better wear protection than Pennzoil Platinum Full Synthetic Engine Oil.
Excellent temperature resistance. Under extreme cold conditions, Pennzoil Platinum Fully

Synthetic Engine Oil flows faster, meaning the engine oil moves quickly to lubricate the various
engine parts. Pennzoil Full Synthetic Engine Oil has a lower tendency to evaporate when
exposed to extreme temperatures. Clean pistons. Engine oils must be able to respond to
changing conditions in your engine at all times. Every second of your engine oil must be able to
meet the needs of all kinds of metal-to-metal contact points in your engine, many of which have
different pressure and temperature requirements. The Castrol EDGE Extended Performance
with Fluid Titanium technology provides unsurpassed protection for engine parts, providing
optimum performance, as well as a safety margin that provides an extended replacement
interval of up to 15, miles 24, kilometers. Idemitsu fully synthetic engine oil is reliable and offers
exceptional protection. With this oil it improves engine performance. The synthetic base oil and
friction-reducing technology help the engine run smoothly. This keeps the engine intact and
delivers great power. When engine oil is cheap, it allows deposits to build up and wear out when
the weather changes. However, this 0W engine oil from Idemitsu is different. The viscosity does
not change even under worse conditions. Instead, it ensures proper lubrication and engine
cleaning. The high technical quality of this oil makes it an excellent choice. It provides a tight
seal and allows complete fuel combustion. This results in less soot adhering to the pistons and
other components. This top class 0W synthetic oil in turn helps to reduce overall emissions.
This high mileage synthetic blend oil understands the needs of your old engine. In addition to
cleaning sludge deposits and preventing leaks, it also provides much needed lubrication of
engine parts to prevent unwarranted wear. Highly recommended for ageing engines. It has a
way to get the life out of your old animal. Thanks to the additional cleaning agents, the
manufacturer has taken care to add them. The antioxidants formed with the substance
contribute significantly to keeping the engine sludge free. With a dedicated customer support
system, you can comfortably get one and realize engine rejuvenation. You live on a tight
budget? Well, this is one of the cheapest and most effective products. Synthetic base oils in
combination with advanced friction modifying additive technologies reduce friction and improve
the flow properties of the lubricant to achieve the highest fuel consumption. Contains unique
and strong additive components that provide excellent protection against engine wear. It
minimizes the formation of deposits, even under extreme test conditions. Designed for
extremely low volatility and high piston cleanliness, which means less oil burn and emissions.
Since , Red Line Synthetic Oil has grown to manufacture more than quality products including
motor oils, gear oils, assembly oils, fuel additives and its popular water sensor cooling additive
for the automotive, motorcycle, marine and industrial markets. Red Line has a reputation among
racers and enthusiasts alike for developing products that work and protect better than any other
on the market, regardless of price. The company has a knowledge of the available technologies
and responds to technical challenges to meet the high demands of the performance industry.
Red Line employees are enthusiasts at the forefront of every racing and performance niche,
ensuring that product recommendations enable customers to achieve significant performance
improvements. Red Line formulates fully synthetic oils and chemically advanced additives from
the best base materials in the world. Instead of reducing costs by blending petroleum products,
Red Line engine and transmission oils use superior ester base materials that offer extreme
stability at high temperatures and superior film strength at lower viscosities where more power
can be produced. Synthetic base oils in combination with advanced friction modifying additive
technologies reduce friction and improve the flow properties of the lubricant to achieve
maximum fuel savings. Idemitsu engine oils offer improved wear protection under some of the
most demanding operating conditions. The unique combination of high quality synthetic base
oil and high performance additive components enables engines to achieve the highest levels of
efficiency, torque and performance. Idemitsu engine oil helps extend engine life by minimizing
wear and tear and largely eliminating harmful deposits from the engine. Toyota Motor Oil is
recommended for all types of gasoline engines. Thanks to high-quality additives, it provides low
fuel consumption. Possesses excellent low-temperature starting capability. All original Toyota
engine oils meet not only the international standards of API American Petroleum Institute , but
also the strictest requirements for quality and performance. Toyota tests its oils under the most
realistic conditions, using the original engines of Toyota cars for testing. Therefore, Toyota
lubricants have optimal quality and characteristics that ensure the best engine performance. It
is more than just oil. Tough driving conditions can cause a thick, tar-like sludge to build up.
Mud can block your engines vital oil channels like cholesterol and if left untreated, it can rob an
engine of energy, and eventually, its life. Castrol Gtx Double Action Formula cleans old sludge
and protects against new sludge formation, which is better than hard industry standards. Help
extend the life of your engine with Castrol Gtx. Engine oil containing carefully selected additives
for optimal performance. Its lubricating properties are maintained even when driving intensively
due to the quality of the base oil and additives used. Oil with high quality additives, supports

excellent engine performance and low fuel consumption, so it is the most common oil.
Advanced technologies and new materials are used to produce more advanced and complex
vehicle mechanisms. All original Toyota engine oils meet not only international API American
Petroleum Institute standards, but also the strictest quality and performance requirements.
Because Pennzoil knows that a clean engine is better protected, more efficient, and more
productive. Valvoline MaxLife is the first engine oil specifically designed to meet the demands
of higher mileage engines. Valvoline MaxLife is a blend of synthetic and high quality
conventional raw materials with seal conditioning agents, additional cleaning agents, additional
wear protection additives and novel friction modifiers for added protection. MaxLife offers
performance benefits for high mileage engines, new builds and conversions. Switch to MaxLife
Engine Oil, the synthetic blend with more! The Toyota Camry family was a pioneer in just about
every area from technical interior design to performance and productivity under the hood. All
the goals you have for daily driving will surely be achieved with this sedan legend, but it can
only run at its best if you have the right oil inside. It can be hard to know which type is right for
your engine because every engine is different. However, we have your answer right here if you
want to change your oil yourself. Read our new review about Best oil for Toyota Highlander.
This is due to the way this oil is produced, which helps you achieve optimum performance when
starting your engine at cold temperatures, working at high speeds and everything else. The
Camry also comes with a 3. First, a note on synthetic oil. It is an oil that contains less impurity
than normal engine oil. It also has better properties at high temperatures, slightly better
viscosity and is generally more fragile than other engine oils. It then seems that synthetic is
obviously better for your engine. Not so fast. The choice of synthetic or normal engine oil
depends on a few things. You are lazy when it comes to changing your oil. Because synthetic
oil is more resistant to adverse conditions, you will not really see much benefit if the oil is not
stressed. You can do this by being lazy and skipping an oil change or expanding your oil
changes. Simply put, synthetic material gives you some insurance against engine damage by
not letting the oil change. On the other hand, if you are always up to date and always change
your oil at the recommended intervals or in advance, synthetic may not make sense to you.
Cars with low mileage. Like the reason above, if it takes a year until you have put 5, miles on
your car, the synthetic oil is for you. Unlike normal engine oil, synthetic oil can last more than 6
months before it loses effectiveness. If you are likely to spend more than 6 months between oil
changes, the synthetic oil route would be beneficial. Rough driving situations. As already
mentioned synthetic oil is more resistant to adverse conditions and holds better than normal
engine oil. This is especially the case when the engine temperature is always high or cold. Here
are some examples of people who use synthetic oil. If your job requires that you leave your
engine turned on and work at idle without airflow to cool the engine, it makes synthetic sense.
This can be a situation like on a construction site, a delivery service or a taxi driver. Mainly
desert or high altitude driving. If you live in a desert or at high altitudes 10k feet , your engine
will run hotter and hotter. For these drivers, plastic is better because it can withstand these
unique environments better than normal engine oil. Cold climate. If you live in an area where the
low temperature can reach F or lower, synthetic is the way to go. These cold temperatures can
cause normal oil to decompose faster than synthetic oil. Not normal driving: Racing, towing,
towing, hauling or off-roading. Quite accurately, every time your vehicle is used in a situation
other than normal driving stop and go, highway , you should consider synthetic driving. These
other driving situations can place a heavy load on the engine. Well, it is not true that if you
occasionally tow the boat, you need synthetic materials. However, if you regularly tow a Bobcat
to the construction site, this is true for you. Personal choice. There are many theories about
when to use synthetic oil. Some experts recommend it for all stop-and-go rides, but that is not
exactly accurate. If you live in a traffic light city, the stop-and-go you do is not qualified. If you
are stuck in a traffic jam several times a day, that is true. There is also a theory that short trips
with synthetic are better. This is controversial as the engine is never able to completely
lubricate and recycle the oil. Both oils would then no longer be of much use. The best thing you
can do in this case is actually drive a little longer. There are a few different types of oil out there
and one of them is a synthetic mixture. The problem with this term is that it is not regulated.
This means that the synthetic mixture that you put in your vehicle can vary from shop to shop
and from manufacture to manufacture. You need to look carefully at what they call a mixture.
Tests have shown that Mobil 1 can reach all moving parts of the engine faster than some
conventional oils. Until your oil circulates completely, friction between dry parts of the engine
slowly reduces the life of the engine. Synthetic engine oils such as Mobil 1 begin to circulate
immediately and protect every moving part in the engine, which over time can lead to savings in
maintenance costs. It is important to use the right oil in your car to meet the specifications of
the Toyota manufacturer. However, you should continue to check the oil level regularly and top

it up if necessary. This will help your engine take full advantage of the synthetic oil. For vehicles
with 10,mile oil change intervals, the 5,mile maintenance interval has not been eliminated.
Traditional 5,mile maintenance procedures e. Best engine oil for auto. Your Toyota Camry may
be the best vehicle you have ever owned. Alternatively, maybe you are just fighting to keep it
registered on the highway. No matter what the situation, Advance Auto Parts has the engine oil
product you desperately need. Estimate does not include taxes and fees. It is recommended
that you change the oil in your Camry every six months or every 5, miles, whichever comes first.
If you use synthetic oil, it must be changed every year or every 10, miles. There are two ways to
change the oil in your Camry: you can take it to the Riverside Toyota service department or you
can do it yourself at home in Cartersville. If you choose the DIY route, you should take these
steps. I write reviews and guides, helping people to choose the most suitable technicals and
best product for them. I own 2 camrys. One is a with the 2AR-FE engine. The other is a with the
same 2. Am having trouble deciding what oil to use. Toyota recommends OW If the oil is
unavailable they say I can use 5W til the next oil change. They also said that if I do severe
driving high speeds or towing i can use OW but they wont put it in writing. All the oil change
shops want to put the OW in. I guess they are afraid of a lawsuit. My wife and I drive very little
the has under 50, mi and her has mi. We life in Las Vegas, Nevada and it is hot and dry most the
year. IN my garage it is usually degrees. What oil do you recommend? I think Toyota still thinks
the 5W is mineral oil but when I tried it I used full synthetic. It performed the same as the OW
Also I change the oil every 6 mos even if the mileage is very little. Please respond. I am very
curious what you think. You live in a hot climate, so a liquid oil is better: 0w You can buy 0w and
change more often, but I would recommend using 0w I like idemitsu zepro and amsoil. But you
can also buy cheaper oil. Carnesmechanical is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to
earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Amazon and the Amazon logo are
trademarks of Amazon. With late model diesel emissions systems they are required to return
internal fumes from the top of the crankcase and back to the Air intake system. This air often
has tiny droplets of oil called Blow-by , and over time accumulate clogging up Air Intake
Manifolds, Intercoolers and Turbo Chargers , generally reducing performance of your vehicle.
The Provent is also fitted with an integrated safety valve to guard against irregular crankcase
pressure. To date we have over 35 different kits available, to suit the most popular Turbo Diesel
Four Wheel Drives and Utes on the road today! All of our specific mounting kits come with the
highest quality components â€” Stainless steel mounting brackets, Oil resistant hoses, clamps,
fittings very detailed fitting instructions. Once you have fitted one of our Oil Catch Can Kits to
your vehicle, you will be astounded at the amount of oil you catch, we recommend draining the
Provent once a month using the simple ball valve supplied in the kit. Western Filters
recommend changing the Provent element around the 40, kms mark! Western Filters. Sign in
Create an account. I4 Pet 2. I4 Pet 3. Why you need an Oil Catch Can! Compare Selected. View
as. Quick view Wishlist. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. Fastest
delivery: March 1 - 4. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Metro24wholesale, inc Sold by
Metro24wholesale, inc Details. Ships from. Metro24wholesale, inc. Sold by. Details This item is
sold by a third-party seller. The discount is provided by Amazon. This is a limited time discount.
Discount does not apply to digital content. Discount good while supplies last or until withdrawn
by Amazon. Shipping charges and taxes may apply to pre-discounted prices. Amazon reserves
the right to modify or cancel the discount at any time. If any of the products or content related
to this discount are returned, your refund will equal the amount you paid for the product or
content, subject to applicable refund policies. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Metro24wholesale, inc. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Denso Oil Filter.
Next page. More items to explore. Compare with similar items. Here's how restrictions apply.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Genuine Toyota. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews

right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. If you are changing oil I advise a few
followings. You will need a special socket tool to take off the filter. Then fully insert the plastic
tube that came with the filter to fully drain remaining oil. Put the drain plug back on make sure
to replace O-Ring and using the special socket take the filter off. Make sure you replace the
O-Ring on the filter and lubricate it with oil. Put some oil along the new filter. If you research
comparisons between Toyota oil filters against filters from Fram, Mobil 1, Wix, etc. Take it from
a technician that has worked on a ton of Toyotas, buy Toyota oil filters!! Even if you don't
change your own oil you can still order some oil filters in bulk and take them to your preferred
shop and they'll gladly use it. I can't say the same for you GM people. AC Delco actually makes
some very cheap oil filters. Sorry guys, in your case I'd recommend Baldwin. Yes, it will fit a 6
cylinder , 3. My wife's car has almost 80, miles and the inside of the engine looks almost brand
new. When i did the plugs and coils about 2 months ago I looked inside with a bore scope
camera. I also use regular 87 gas and add 1 bottle of Chevron Plus fuel treatment twice a year to
keep the injectors and fuel tank clean. I have had zero problems, knock on wood, with this car
because I use quality parts and do regular maintenance. I easily expect to get , miles from this
car. These filters are way cheaper than the dealership prices and you get the exact same very
high quality Toyota Filters for less. Many other lower priced filters tend to be made of paper with
far less pleats to capture the dirty particulates or stuff in the oil. Sorta like the holes in a
sponge, or having the ability to soak up liquid - the additional holes means there is more
surface area to soak up the liquid. Not cleaning the oil properly means a shorter oil filter life
span and more frequent oil changes that cost you a lot more down the road. Besides who would
want pieces of a paper filter broken down by normal use of hot engine oil that is traveling
around in your oil on the way to all of the bearings. One could say that a new engine, or new car
payments and maybe even increased and unnecessary auto repair shop bills could be in your
future with the use of poor quality paper filtration. I suggest you invest in the proper tool to
remove and install the filter housing. Note that your Toyota V6 Lexus V6 engine oil system i. No
need to make almost impossible to remove because it won't leak and you may break the filter
housing trying to change your filter. Please remember to wipe a little oil on the new O-Rings.
They only need to be wet. This will help seal them in the housing and allow for really super easy
removal when you change the filer cartridges next time. Honestly, If i didn't lube them before I
went under the car, I'll use a finger dab from the old oil pan. Wont hurt a thing - it's only a dab of
oil on a O-Ring that doesn't move around. This is just about a tad more than snugged down
after it stops turning easily when being installed. The Astro Tool Astro Pneumatic company is
also a very reliable company but i have little experience with their tools. Very respected from
some of my engineer buddies. I truly hope this allows you to make a better and more informed
decision. This is important because the cheaper O-Rings can easily kink or twist during
installation which will result in leaking. The Toyota O-Ring is made from a high quality material
that keeps it's form and remains in place during installation so I don't need to worry about
leaks. Ships quickly delivered quickly. I find myself buying filter from amazon or ebay is always
cheaper than buying off the local stores or dealership. One person found this helpful. The
o-rings are individually packaged and the box has torque requirements. The filter appears to be
of high quality. I have a and a Camry so have now used 5 of these filters and they have all been
of identical packaging and quality. I'm now going to buy some more. While you can never really
tell about something as hidden as an oil filter, this one is the OEM filter. I don't like the canister
oil filters because you have to deal with the filter element after it has been exposed to dirty oil. It
is messy and not as easy to use as the old school metal filters. I wish that Toyota would stop
using these but I am sure it cuts costs and they would argue it is a better oil filtration system
which can only been proven when your car is older and has a lot of miles. This is a genuine
Toyota part so of course it fits perfectly. Installing it was pretty straightforward. My only caution
is that when snapping the drain tool into the bottom of the filter housing, it's going to be a
mess. I will be buying a separate tool for that. One with a brass fitting and a hose attached. That
should eliminate the mess of oil running down my arm. I'm happy that the necessary o-rings are
included so you can change them every time you change the filter. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Genuine product. Would recommend. Not
much to add. Report abuse. It should be the original genuine part,it is made in Thailand, and
Toyota has a part manufacturing center in Thailand. There is a French language instruction
printed on the box, so it should be a part which is planned to be used in Quebec province of
Canada. Report abuse Translate review to English. As described, but the box was badly
damaged and falling apart. Exact fit. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
2004 lincoln ls fuse diagram
ects saturn
ford owner manual

air cleaner cover , earnhardt products , toyota rav 4 , auto oil filter , oil filter , toyota camry oil
filter wrench. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Discount Provided by Amazon. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life.

